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By: Anthony Wright, 23ABC

Posted at 10:50 AM, Apr 30, 2020 and last updated 10:50 AM, Apr 30, 2020

On April 24th, two Bakersfield doctors, Dan Erickson and Artin

Massihi, help a press conference questioning the California's stay-

at-home order.

Erickson and Massihi said their facilities have tested over 5,200

patients for the coronavirus throughout the county, making up for

over half of all testing in Kern. According to their data, the death

rate of the coronavirus is similar in prevalence to the flu.

"Now that we have the facts," said Dr. Erickson. "It's time to get

back to work."

Erickson said he believes businesses could reopen and as testing

continues, people could starting going back to work. In fact,

Erickson suggests that staying at home too long could be even

worse for people's health.

Then on April 27th 23ABC received an email from YouTube giving

the station notification the video had been taken down, citing

YouTube’s “community guidelines.” 23ABC has appealed the ruling

through YouTube.

23ABC News also reached out to YouTube regarding the

notification and a company spokesperson issued a statement saying
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YouTube
issues
statement on
removal of
controversial
video

the video was pulled because the content contradicted the guidance

of the local health authority.

“We quickly remove flagged content that violate our Community

Guidelines, including content that explicitly disputes the efficacy of

local healthy authority recommended guidance on social distancing

that may lead others to act against that guidance," said the

statement. "However, content that provides sufficient educational,

documentary, scientific or artistic (EDSA) context is allowed -- for

example, news coverage of this interview with additional context.

From the very beginning of the pandemic, we’ve had clear policies

against COVID-19 misinformation and are committed to continue

providing timely and helpful information at this critical time.”

The video went viral, reaching over 5.46 million views, and sparked

debate over recommendations to lift the shelter-in-place order.

Even catching the attention of of SPaceX CEO Elon Musk.

You can still watch the entire press conference above.
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